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RACK-DRIVEN SEATED A DCYC E

CLAIM O F PRIORITY

This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No, 62/232, fi led

September 24, 01.5 by Jeremy (David) B eker entitled Rack-Driven Hand Cycle.

BAC K OUN O F THE INVENTION

. Fiel of the Invention

The present invention relates genera y to the field of hand powered cycles a d more specifically

relates to a rack-driven seated handcycle.

2. Description of the Related Art

Human powered cycles come in many configurations. The are the principal means of

transportation a many regions. They also provide a popular form of recreation and have bee

adapted for use as children's toys, general fitness, military and police applications, courier

services, .and bicycle racing, A bicycle, often called a bike or cycle, is a human-powered, pedal-

driven, single-track vehicle, having two wheels atlaclied to a frame, one behind the other. The

basic shape and configuration of a typical upright, or safety bicycle, has changed little since the

fi rst chain-driven model was developed around 85 . But man design details have been

improved due the advent of modern materials an computer-aided design. These have allowed

for a proliferation of specialized designs for any types o f cycling. A variation of the bicycle,

the tricycle, often abbreviated to ri ke is a human-powered (or g v y ered) three-wheeled

vehicle that is powered in a similar fashion to that of a conventional bicycle. Adult-sized



tricycles are used pri aril for recreation, shopping, a d exercise. Tricycles are favored by

children and senior adults alike for their apparent stability at low speeds, compared to the limited

stabil ity of a bicycle. The tricycle has th advantage of being more stable at slower speeds, but

the advantage over bicycles is lessened at higher speeds. h tricycle was original y invented in

th late 1600s by a disabled German watchmaker. The original bicycle vehicle was powered

with a hand crank, Later, and as is most common today, bicycles and tricycles are powered via

le activated rotating pedals. The tricycle ha become popular with those that have stability

challenges as we l as with the disabled. Generally, those people with a disability below the

midsection us some form of hand crank to power the tricycle. Hand-crank tricycles use hand-

operated crank, either as a sole source of power, or as a dual-drive with foot-power from pedals

and hand-power from the hand crank . The hand power-on y tr ye es can be used b individuals

wh do not have the use of their legs.

Others have suggested the use of linear-pull cycles t allow a user with limited

strength in their lower body to utilize their tipper body to power the cycle, as the upper body's

hest and bac muscles are more powerful than the arm muscles utilized in traditional hand

crank tricycles. Some linear-pull cycles utilize o ly a push or pull stroke to cause the cycle to

drive forwards. However, together, bot strokes combined could provide more power.

Therefore, a need exists to utilize both strokes to power a han -eye e to improve efficiency an

allow more power to drive the cycle.
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BRIEF SUMMARY O F THE INVENTION

In view of the foregoing disadvantages inherent the known hand powered cycles ar the

present invention provides a novel rack-driven seated handcyele. The general purpose of the

present invention, which will be described subsequently in greater detail, is to provide ease of

operation while using the back a d chest muscles, whieh are stronger tha the arm muscles used

in traditional crack-powered hand c es.

Th rack-driven seated hand-cycle may have at least two wheels adapted to support and mobilize

the: rack-driven seated hand-cycle whie are coupled to a frame having a beam and a seal

siideahiy or non-s idea y mounted upo the beam that is adapted to support a user. At least one

handle s coupled to a first rack that is adapted to e grasped by at least one hand of the user.

The first rack may comprise a first longitudinal side having a first se of and a first axle

mounted t th frame an having a first pinion mounted to h first axle. The fi rs pinion is

adapted for communication with the first set. of teeth and the first axle is turned via the

longitudinal movement of the first rack. A first sprocket is mounted to the first axle that is als

coupled io a first chain to first ratchet.

The rack-driven handcvc further may have a second ax e mounted to the frame that has a

second pinion mounted to the second axle. The second pinion i adapted for communication with

the first rac such tha the second axl turned via the longitudinal movement of the first rack.

The first rack compri s a second se of teeth on th second longitudinal side tha is in

communication with the second pinion. The fi rs and the second longitudinal sides form oppos e

sides of th first rack. A second sprocket is coupled t a . second chain that is also coupled t a

second ratchet. The first and second ratchets are coupled to one of the wheels such that they



both provide forward drive torque t a least one of the whee There may be a fi rst and a second

ogset with th first ratchet coupled to the first eogset: d the second ratchet coupled to the

second eogset.

Brakes and gear shifters are supplied j ust as with the standard convenience a d fe features of

most cycles and preferably are mounted i loeatiotis that allow hand operation, though different

embodiments have them located for foot operation or a combination of foot and hand

operation.. a preferred embodiment, the rack-driven handeycle a have: a first an second

gea shifter coupled to the handle(s).

The wheels and the beam a e substantially parallel to each other with the seat being slidabiy or

non-siidably mounted onto the beam. The first rack a d the beam each have a longitudinal axis

such that the first rack longitudinal axis is substantially parallel to the beam longitudinal axis a d

the first beam longitudinal axis may be sloped relation to the first rack: longitudinal axis. The

rack is preferably positioned substantially aral lel to the ground surface. There may also b a

drive-mount fram supporting th first axle via a roller bearing- bracket. The drive-mount frame

is mounted onto the frame via the roller bearing bracket t allow for azin tha y directe d

steering. The first rac is coupled with the fi rst wheel to provide drive power to the wheel.

There may be a second rack that is coupled to a second wheel. The second rack may also he

coupled w th a second handle that is adapted to b grasped by th other hand of the user.

The rack-driven handeycle ma have alternative embodiments having two wheels, three wheels,

or four wheels n the three whee embodiment, the first and second wheels are arranged

opposite o e another t share first rotation axis. The third wheel comprises a second rotation

axis arranged- to offset th first rotation axis n this embodiment, th first rack and the second



rac are independently coupled to the frame. Differential drive power provided t the first a d.

second racks provides for steering. The first rack has a ng udin . axis and the beam has

ngitud al axis with the first rack longitudinal a s being substantially parallel with the beam

longitudinal axis.

method of providing drive power to the hand ycl comprise the steps of pulling a toothed

rack to drive a first cog-set tha is coupled to e first wheel, and pushing the iooihed rack t

drive a second cogset that is coupled to the first wheel. The method further may comprise the

steps of ste e ng the ha dcy k by turning th toothed rack a ra hal y to turn the wheel axis.

The step of turning the rack a tha y is for the basic version. The step pushing/pulling the

rack is fo the differential drive version The first and second wheels share common axis. The

method may also have the step of steering the handeycle by providing differential drive power in

the step of pushing and pulling the second toothed rack. The first cogset is set to a first gear

setting and the second eogse-t is set to a second gear setting. The step of pulling moves the

idabiy mounted seat in th direction of the pulling and may be provided by a least one hand

while pressing a foothold w th at least one foot.

The present invention holds significant improvements and serves- as a rack-driven seated

handeycle. Fo purposes of summarizing e invention, certai aspects, advantages, and ovel

features of the invention have been described herein. It is to be understood that not necessarily

all suc advantages may be achieved in accordance with any one -particular embodiment of the

invention. Thus, the invention may be embodied or carried out in a manner that achieves or

optimizes one advantage or group of advantages as taught herei without necessarily achieving

other advantages a may he taught 0r suggested herein.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION: OF THE DRAWINGS

The figures which accompany the written portion of this specifi cation illustrate embodiments an

et d(s) of e or the present invention, rack-driven seated handcyele, constructed and

operative according to the teachings of the present invention.

FIG. 1 shows a perspective vie illustrating a rack-driven seated handcyele according to an

embodiment of the present invention,

FIG. 2 is a side -elevation view.

FIG. 2 is a n a nified view of circle 2A in Fig 2.

FIG is a perspective v ew illustrating a front drive embodiment of the rack-driven seated

handcycie having a sloped beam according to an embodiment of ptesent invention,

FIG, 4 is a to rear perspective view illostrating a gear driven rear drive embodiment of the rack-

driven seated ha dey le having a fixed o sliding sea according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 5 . is a perspective v ew illustrating an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of an embodiment of the present invention.



F G. 7 is top perspective v ew of an alternative embodiment of the present Invention.

FIG, 8 is a side view of an alternative embodiment of the present invention.

F G. 9 is a i view of the drive n gset of an embodiment as n F G 5 and G 6

(the right-side bracket omitted for clarity).

The various embodiments of the present invention will hereinafter be described in conjunction

with the appended drawings, wherein like designations denote like eiemeots.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

As discussed above, embodiments of present invention relate to hand powered cycle an

more particularly to a rack-drivers seated hand yc e as used to improve th ease of us a

versatility of operation while drawing o the power of sirotiger muscles than used by traditiorial

rank dri r and y le .

n greater detail now, referring to the drawings by numerals of reference there s shown FIG

» a perspective view illustrating a first embodiment o rack-driven seated handeycle 1 0

according to a embodiment of the present invention.

Rack-driven seated handeycle 10 is. a semi-recumbent style two, three, or four wheeled human

powered cycle 105 that uses a linearly designed toothed rack 110 with at least one first teeth se

120 located on topside 112. Bottom side 114 of toothed rac 110 may or may not include set of

teeth, and here includes second teeth set 125 (hidden). Pinion 140 meshes with first teeth set 0

and pinion 145 that mesh with second teeth se 125, Pinions 140 and 5 may mounted on first

pinion axis 141 and second pinio axis 146, respectively, and ratcheted to allow ow in

opposing directions to properly drive chains 135 and 136 to in turn drive wheel 130 i a single

direction given the hack-and- orth movement of rack 0 . In the alternative, the cogsets may be

ratcheted; however it is unnecessary to ratchet both the cogsets and the pinions. Either set of

ratchets is useful. At. least one chain 5 couples the upper pinion 140 and second chain 6

couples with lower pinions 145 with drive wheel 130 which may e located in front or bac of

th rider, here show in front. The rider pushes an pulls the handlebars 155 forward and

rearward through aligned front and rear guides 102 and 1 to p ll the rack ack and forth in

relation t the -stationary but tatah e meshing pi ion s) 140 and 145 above an below toothed



rac 110 to pro pe cycle 105 forward. When both first a d second set of teeth are provided, each

forward and each rearward stroke constitute s a power stroke that propels cycle 5. A plurality

of gear speeds may independently be selected to provide a specific lever ratio for each of the

forward and the rearward strokes at the pinion along th pinion axes. The lever ratio may be

adjusted for each of th pinions to provide for varied gear ratio o th pull and push axis, for

instance, if th forward stroke is provided by power of the pectoral, deltoid, an abdominal

muscles, and the rearward stroke is powered b th upper and lower back as well as the biceps,

the varied power a ed to be supplied by any user may vary by stroke.

Referring now to FIG. 2 & . , rack-driven seate h icy le 100 may have a least two wheels

1:60 and 164 adapted to support and mobilize rack-driven seated handcycle 100 Wheels are

coupled to frame M S along with bea 170 and seat 75, At least one handle 15? is coupled to

first rac 0 that i adapted to b grasped by at least on hand of the user. First rac 180 ma

comprise first longitudinal side 18 having first teeth set 120, First 185 mounted t frame

65 includes first pinion 190 mounted o first axle 185. First pinion 190 may be adapted for

communication w th first teeth set 120 to rotate over first 185 to translate the longitudinal

movement of first rack 0 into rotational movement Firs sprocket 20 is mounted to first axle

185 tha is also coupled to first chain 135 and to fi rs ratchet 205. Second sprocket 210 is

coupled to second chain 215 that is also coupled to second ratchet 220 First 205 and second

ratchet 220 are coupled to drive wheel 150 such tha hey are arranged for rotation opposite one

another for providing forward drive power to at least one of drive wheels 150.

Rack-driven seated handcycle 0 0 may have second axle 225 mounted to frame 1.65 that has

second pinio 230 mounted to second axle 225. Second pinion 230 is adapted for



communication with first rack 180 such that second axle 225 is turned v a the longitudinal

movement o first rack .1.8(1. First rack 0 comprises second teeth set 125 on .second

longitudinal side 235 that is its communication with second pinion. 230. First 182 and second

ngi d in a! side 235 form opposite sides of first rac 0 . There may he first eogset 240 an

second eogset 245 with first raiehet 205 couple to first eogset 240 and second ratchet 220

coupled to second eogset 245.

ra e(s) handle 255 and gear shi er (s 250 are: -supplied on handle 157 as is known in the -art for

safety features of most y e(s) . Brakes an shifter are mounted i locations that allow hand

operation, though different embodiments may v them located for foot operat ion or a

combination o f foot and hand operation. I a preferred embodiment, rack-driven seated

handeycle 00 may have first 6 and second gear shifter 26 coupled to ha«d!e(s) 15?.

Referring t 3 wheels ) and beam 17 reside along a substantially parallel plane

wit seat 175 being s!idably mounted onto beam. 170 to- ove forward and backwards or lock

into modified positions based on height o f user. First rack 180 and beam 170 each have a

longitudinal axis such th a first rack 80 longitudinal axis is substantially parallel to beam 1 0

longitudina l axis and beam 1.70 longitudinal axis and first rack 180 horizontal axis are deposed

substantially parallel i relation to the ground surface. There may also be drive-mount frame 270

supporting first axle 185 via roller bearing bracket 199. Drive-mount frame 270 is mounted onto

a d above frame 165 via roller bearing bracket 199 and whee mount forks 2 7 of first wheel

1.62 are attached to drive-mount frame 270 via roller bearing bracket 199 below frame M S via

roller bearing bracket 1.99 such tha the assembly is substantially vertically aligned and able to



rotate on the vertical longitudinal axis to allow fo azim tha l directed steering by pushing

ndlel s) 1 7 to the left or the right to rotate whee along steering axis 7

i s embodiment has a three wheel 60 arrangement for stability as a tricycle with

two wheel (s) 164 rotatably attached to rear wheel axle 28 and front wheel axle 285 rotatably

attached to the front wheel mount forks 275, First rack 0 is op lan with first wheel 162 and

is coupled with first wheel 162 to provide drive power via a chain or belt erai ur 290 may

take t p slack and allow for changing gear speeds. Derailer 290 may be mounted forward of first

wheel axis. However, in some embodiments, deraiier may be mounted behind first wheel

62 axis. There ay be a second rack (not shown) that is. coupled to second whee 164. Second

.rack may also be coupled with second hand le (not that is adapted to b grasped by

another hand of the user.

First gear Shifter 0- as well as hand bra e s) , may b mounted to the handle(s) 57. There

may be only one hand rake(s 255 An alternative embodiment may also have a second wheel

brake operators adapted to be operated by a foot the user.

Referring now to FIG. 4, wheei(s) 0 and beam 170 are also substantially parallel to each other

with seat 5 mounted ont bea 0. Beam may include upward slope from rear wheel axle

280 t front frame mount The beam's longitudinal ax s i slope downwardly from front

attachment poin t 295, in relation to longi tudinal axis of firs t rack ISO, First rack 180 is preferably

positioned substantially parallel to the d f n this embodiment, drive-mount frame

2711 also supports first axle 185 via roller bearing bracket 199. Drive-mount m 270 is

mounted onto frame 165 via roller bearing bracket 199 to allow for azimuthally directed steerin

and first rac 1.80 is coupled with first wheel 162 to provide drive power. Derailleur 290 i this



embodiment is located forward of front wheel axle 28 for takin up first chain 13 slack for the

different diameters of sprock (s 20 associated with each speed range. Derai e r 29

ay be mounted s ch thai it is behind front wheel axle 285 in a variation of this embodiment

with dri ve n t frame 270 relocated accordingly.

i yet another variation of this m odi n .r rring to Figs, 7-8, there may be second rack 95

that is coupled to second wheel 64 in this embodiment also and second rack 195 may be

coupled to second Handle 3 for grasping by th other hand of the user which may provide

forward motion of eycle(s) 105 wit both first rack 18 and second rack 9 operating in

opposition t each other o by operating in uniso with each other. In. such a n

pinions can be mounted to separate racks. A user grips each handle and pushes and pulls with

each hand i move first rack 180 and second rack 95 forward and backward. n a single rack

178 embodiment power may be supplied t le associated wheel ) i the forward with

w el s 160 fee-wheeling during the stroke opposite power stroke. In an alternative

embodiment, a reverse .mechanism can allow the power to drive in the reverse direction. A

single rack 178 embodiment may also provide power with both directions of movement of rac

178 with fi rs teeth set 12 located on top side 300 of rac a d second teeth set 125 located

o bottom side 305 of rack 178,. and first pinion 190 and second pinion 230 in communication

with first teeth set 12 and second teeth set 125.

The rear wheel drive realization i trickier because the rack and pinion drive mechanism pivots

when turning, but the rear wheel remains straight. Therefore a chain connection between the

drive mechanism an .rear wheel is difficult, though- a flexible chain and ehaingnide ay work.

Another way to get around this problem is via bevel gears (as in standard chamless shaft-driven



bicycles), as shown in FIG 5, The pinions are connected to planetary bevel gears on the

handlebar stem. These drive a shaft which runs through or along the frame to the e

wheel. Even though the planetary bevel gears attached to the pinions revolve during turns, this is

allowable because they ar at a o radius fr the center of the vertical-axis bevel gear

inside the head tube. As n the other versions, the ogsets are ratcheted freewheels. Each ogset

is connected via its axle to o e of the planetary bevel gears, which drives th shaft bevel

gear. For details, refer now to F G 5» the power is transferred to drive wheel 150 via drive shaft

310 instead of chain or a drive belt. Making dual 45 degree angled pinions 192 are in mesh to

form right angle drive 315, Pinions 92 may be 22 /2 degre pinions 192 in mesh to form 45

degree angle drive, or 45 degree pi io s to for a 90 degree angle drive, in every location where

drive shall 31 forms an angle until the final drive shaft 310 is in communication with final right

angle drive 31 located at drive wheel 150. Rack may have first teeth set 120 on first

longitudinal side 182 and second teeth set 125 o second side 179 of the same rack 1 8 and first

pinion 19 and second pinion 230 i esh with first ieetia set 120 and second teeth set 125

respectively. Pin n 19 is coupled via chain 3 and derailleur 290 to ratcheted cogset 202

(right side). Pinion 230 directl meshes with pinion (unnumbered below 230), which is then

coupled via chain (unnumbered) an derailleur ( r bered) to ratcheted cogset 202 (lef side).

The unnumbered pini o is needed t correct the direction of rotation i this ease. It can be

excluded if either the second pinion 230 is located on top of the rack instead of on the bottom (so

just a one-sided rack ease) or if th ratcheted cogset 202 torques opposite, instead of bei g

identical on both sides. Both eogsets 202 spin the vertical-axis gear in the same direction to drive

the b ke forward. The benefit to having the unnumbered pinion is that it allows an extra step n

bringing the gear ratio down for the push stroke, which is weaker than the pul l stroke, at least for



the sliding seat case. The eft and right ratcheted og.s s 202 identical, and so both drive the

vertical axis gear 5 in the same direction (clockwise as viewed ror above). Drive shaft 310

powers a rea whee axle 280. Derai e t 290 a be located above first wheel 16 a be in

eo nn ation with s ro ketCs) 202 of different dia eter that are rigidly attached to one of

gear s) of right angle drive 5 located just below rack 178. Two spaced horizontal gear(s)

S feeing each other are in communication with a vertically facing gear(s) 115 to form right

angle drive 3 Though not depicted in the figures, right angle drives 31.5 and drive shafts 3

are enclosed n cowling or within frame to prevent the user from inadvertently becoming

entangled n gear(s) 115. Seat 7 is rigidly or sfida i mounted to bea 170 i th s

embodiment ut ay b adjusted in distance along beam 170 in relation to drive-mount frame

270. FIG 6 shows the same embodiment fro the opposite side.

FIG. 9 shows a close-up of the gear mechanism in FIG 5 and. FIG 6 . Pinion 1 set (incitiding

rigidly coupled axle and sprocket) on the top of th rack is connected by chain and derailleur to

right-side ratcheted cogset 4 . Pinion set (including rigidly coupled l and sprocket) on the

bottom of the rack is connected directly to another pinion 3 set (including rigidly coupled axle

and sprocket}, which is the connected by chain and derailleur to left-side ratcheted cogset 5.

Extra pinion 3 set can be omitted f pinion 2 set is located on top of the rack instead of below.

During the poll stroke, pinion 1 set powers cogset 4, which torques vertical-axis gear 6 clockwise

(viewed from above), providing forward power to the drivetrahi and rear wheel During the push

stroke, cogset 4 ratchets. During the push stroke, pinion sets 2 and 3 power cogset 5, which

tor ues vertical-axis gear clockwise (viewed from above), providing forward power to the

drivetrain and rear wheel During the pa l stroke, cogset 5 ratchets.



The ver i ea -ax gear 6 spins freel with respect t the handlebar stem, so a to allow steering.

Referring to Fig. , rack-driven seated handcycle 1 may have alternate embodiments having

two wheeS(s), three wheel(s), or four wfieel(s). I the three wheei(s) embodiment, first whee

160 .and second wheel 16 4 are arranged opposite o e another to share a first rotation axis. The

third w eel s) 162 comprises a second rotation ax s arranged to offset the first rotation axis. n

this embodiment, first rack 0 and second rack 195 are independently coupled t frame 165 a d

provide a power stroke wit fi rs rack 180 and wit second rack 195 operated either in

nison or opposing. Ratchet mechanism 130 allows wheei 160 to be powered wit one

direction of each rack 17.8 and to free-wheel when rac 178 reciprocation is stopped.

Differential drive power of first rack 180 and second rac 195 is able to provide steering in a

preferred embodiment ut other embodiments havin these features also have other t

of steering such as independently controlled wheel brake operators 257. Wheel brake operators

257 ay hav controls mounted on each andle s) 7 or may have; a combination of foot wheel

brake operators 257 and hand brake(s) 255, First rack 180 an beam 170 each have

longitudinal ax s with first rack 180 longitudinal axis being substantially parallel with beam 0

longitudinal axis. The dual drive embodiment preferably comprises 3 w ee (s) 0 or 4 wheel(s)

0 for stability. For the sliding sea realization; beam 1 0 can be configured horizontal instead

of sloped .

FIG 7 is a perspective view illustrating a dual drive embodiment of rack-driven

seated handcycle 100 having a siideable seat 175.1 this three wl ee! s) 160 embodiment fi rs



wheel 162 and second wheel 164 ate- arranged opposite one another to share a first rotation axis.

The third whee!(s) 16 comp ses a second rotation arranged to offset fi rst rotation axis.

The third whee!(s) 16 may h located in front of the rider and respond easily to diff erentia l

power applied to, first rack an second rack 19 to steer th eyele(s) 105. In this

embodiment, first rack 180 and seco d ack ar independently coupled to frame 165 and

may provide a power stroke w th first rack 8 and with second rack 195 operated either n

unison or opposing. Ratchet mechanism 13 allows hee (s) 0 to he powered with one

direction movement of each rack 178 and to fr ee-wheel when reciprocation is stopped. As with

the previously mentioned embodiment, ther ma be independently controlled brakes applied to

the rear heel(s 160 to assist steering. Wheel brake operators 257 may have controls mounted

on each handle(s) 157 or ma have a combination of foot wheel brake operators 257 and Band

brake(s) .255. First rack 180 and beam 170 each have a longitudinal axis with first rack 180

longitudinal axis being substantially parallel with beam 170 longitudinal axis. The dua l drive

e bodi ent preferably comprises 3 wheel(s) 160 or 4 wheel (s) 160 for stability. For the sliding

sea realization, beam 1.70 can be configured horizontal instead of s loped.

Rack-driven seated hand yc e 100 may be sol completely assembled or as kit 45 comprising

the following parts: at least one cycle(s) 05 frame 165; at least one first wheel 162; a least one

second whee 164; at least one seat 175 (with har ess and seat stopper for users with a

handicapped lower body); at least one first rack 180 and first pinion 190; at least one hand s)

157; at least one accessory kit containing the remaining accessories for a fully operational

eyc e s) 1.05; at least one set of assembly instructions, and at least one set of user instructions.

The kit has instructions such that functional relat ionships are detailed n relation to the structure



o the invention (such that the invention can be used, maintained, or the like a preferred

manner). Raek-driven seated handcycle : may be manufactured an provide for sate in

wide variety of sizes and shapes for a wide assortment of applications.

.all show realisation s,, the handcycle can only move forward, not backward. Backward motion

of the wheels will cause th upper and lower pinions to push the rack in opposite direction, so no

motion is possible. If the user wants to m the handcycle backward, they ust either pull the

rack all the way out of contact with the pinions, or push i all the way into the driveset to the end

of the toothed portion of the rack. Then the rack and pinions are disengaged, and the user can

pus the handcycle backward with their hands or feet Pushing or pul ling the rack back into

engagement with the pinions allows the user to resume normal operation.

A method of usin rack-driven seated handcycle may comprise the steps of step one pulling

handle(s) to drive first cogset that is coupled to first wheel, and pushing toothed rack to drive

second cogset that is coupled t first wheel; step two steering rack-driven seated handcycle y

turning toothed rack. a imutha y to turn the he l(s axis. For the dual-drive version, step three

pullin th second toothed rack to drive a thir cogset coupled to the second wheel; step four

pushing the second toothed rack to drive a fourth cogset that is coupled to second wheel. First

wheel and second wheel share a common ax s; and step five steering cy e(s) by providing

differentia! drive power in the steps of pushing and pulling the second toothed rack . First cogset

is set to a first gear(s) setting and second cogset is set to a second gear(s) setting. The step of

pulling moves the slidably mounted s at in the direction of the pulling an ma he provided by a



least one hand while pressing a foothold with a least one foot, Th ste of pushing moves the

slidably mounted seat in the direction o the poshing and may be provided by at least one hand,

with the reaction force at the begi ing of the push stroke being applied by the stopper at the e d

of the slidably mounted seat's range of oti a k the reaction force at the end of the push

stroke being applied by pulling a foothold strap with a least one foot.

Upon reading this specification, i t should be appreciated that, under appropriate circumstances,

considering such issues as design preference, user preferences, marketing preferences, cost,

structural requirements, available materials, technological advances, etc., other ki contents o

arrange ents such as, for example, i cludin more or less components, customized parts,

different olo combinations, parts ay be sold separately, etc., may be sufficient.

Those with ordinary skill n the art will now appreciate that upon reading this specification and

by their .understanding the art of recumbent style cycles as described herein, methods of the ack

drive seated handcyeie wil be understood by those knowledgeable in such art.



CLAIMS

Whai s claimed i new and desired to be protected b Letters Patent is set forth in the appended

claims:

. A .rack-driven seated handcycie comprising:

a . at leas two wheels adapted to support and mobilize said rack-driven seated

handcycie, said at least two wheels coupled to a frame, said frame comprising

a beam;

b. seat adapted to support user, said seat mounted upo said beam;

c. at least one handle coupled to a -first rack, said at least one handle adapted to

be grasped by at least one hand of the user;-

d. first rack comprising a first longitudinal side, said first longitudinal side

comprising a first set o teeth;

e . a first axle mounted t said frame * said axle comprising a first pinion mounted

to said first axle, said first pinion adapted for communication with said fi rst set

of teeth;

wherein said first axle is turned vi the longitudinal movement -of said first

rack;

f. first sprocket mounted to said first ax e, said first sprocket coupled to a first

chain, said first chain coupled to a first ratchet;



g . a second sprocket coupled to a second chain, said second chain coupled to a

second ratchet;

h . wherein said first and second ratchets coupled to ai least one of said at least

two wheels, said first and second ratchets arranged for rotation opposite o

another for provision of drive power to a least one of said at least two wheels.

The rack-driven handeycle o Claim further comprising a second ax e mounted to said

frame, said second ax e comprising a second pinion mounted to said second axle, said

second pinion adapted for communication with said first rack; wherein said second ax e

is turned via th longitudinal movement of said first rack.

The rack-driven handeycle of Clai 2 wherein said first rack comp ses a second set of

teeth on a second longitudinal side, whereby said second pinion adapted for

Communication with said second set of teeth.

The rack-driven handeycle of Claim 3 wherein said first and said second longitudinal

sides ¾rm opposite sides of said first rack.

The rack-driven handeycle of Claim I further comprising a first and second cogset,

wherein sai first ra tchet is coupled to a first cogset, . and said second ratchet is

coupled to a second cogset.

The rack-driven handeycle of Claim 5 farther comprising a first and second gear shifter

led to said at leas one handle.



. The rack-driven a k ycle of Claim ί wherein said at least tw heel* and sa bea

are substantially parallel, a wherein sai seat s si ah y mounted on said beam.

8 . The rack-driven handcycle of Claim wherein sai first rack comprises a d l

and said beam comprises a longitudinal axis, sa first rack longitudinal ax s being

substantially paralle l with said beam o gi l axis.

9. The rack-driven handcycle; of Claim 7 wherein said first rack comprises a longitudinal

axis and said beam comprises a longitudinal axis, said first beam longitudinal axis

being sloped or parallel n relation to said first rack longitudinal axis.

0 . The rack-driven handcycle of Claim 1 farther comprising a drive-mount frame

supporting said first axle, and a roller bearing bracket, wherein said drive-mount frame

is mounted onto said frame via roller bearing bracket t allow for a im iit afly directed

steering

1 . The rack-driven handcycle of Claim ί wherein said rack is substantially parallel with

a ground surface.

12. The rack -driven handcycle of Claim wherein said first rack is coopied with a first

wheel of said at least two wheels t o provide drive power to said first wheel, an farther

comprising:

a, a second rack, wherein said second rack is coupled to a . second wheel

of said at least two wheels; wherein said second rack comprises



second ha dle coupled to said second rack, said second handle adapted

to b grasped by the other han of said at least on hand of the user.

The rack-driven handeycle of Claim further comprising:

a. at least a third wheel;

b. wherein sa first and second wheeis are arranged opposite one another

to share a first rotation ax s;

e. wherein said third wheel comprises a second rotation axis arranged

offset said first rotation axis.

, The rack-driven handeycle of Claim wherein said first rack and said second rack

are independently coupled o said frame; wherein differential drive power provided to

said first and second racks provides for steering.

The rack-driven handeycle of Claim 7 wherein said first rack comprises a longitudinal

axis and sa d beam comprises a longitudinal axis, said first -rack longitudinal ax s being

substantially parallel with said beam longitudinal axis

6, A method of providing drive power to a ha d ycle comprising the steps of:

a. pulling a toothed rack t drive a firs! ogset coupled to a first wheel;



b pushing the toothed rac to drive second cogset co pled t the first

wheel.

. The etho of Claim 16 further comprising the step of steering the handcycie by r ¾

the toothed rack a t ally to turn a wheel axis.

. The method of Claim 16 further comprising the steps of:

a Pulling a seco toothed rack to drive a third cogset coupled to a

secon wheel;

b . Pushing the second toothed rack to drive a fo urth cogset coupled to

the second wheel;

c. wherein th first and -second wheels share a common axis.

9 . The method of Claim former comprising the step of steering the handcylee by

providing differential drive power i the steps of pushing an pulling th second toothed

rack from the drive power providing in the steps of pushing and pulling the toothed rack

20. The method of Claim 16 wherein the; first cogset is set to a first gear setting and the

second cogset is se to a second gear setting.



The method of laim wherein the ste of pulling is provided by at least one hand,

and further comprising the concomitant ste of pressing a foothold with at least one

foot.

The method of Claim. 2 1 wherein said step of pulling moves a slidably mou ted seat

n th direction of the pulling.

The method of Claim further comprising the concomitant step of applying a reaction

force to a seat harness.

The method of Claim 23, wherein said step of pulling causes said reaction force p a

fixed-position-seat
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